Lecture 2

Lecture 1

Forces on a rotating planet

We will describe the atmosphere and ocean in terms of their:
• velocity u = (u,v,w)
• pressure P
• density ρ
• temperature T
• salinity S
up

For convenience, we will use a
Cartesian frame of reference:

east

north
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Atmosphere and ocean motions are governed by:
• Conservation of mass
• Conservation of energy
• Conservation of momentum (Newtonʼs laws of motion)
In particular, Newtonʼs second law of motion:
The rate of change of momentum (i.e. the acceleration) of an object,
as measured relative to coordinates fixed in space, equals the sum
of all the forces acting.
Fundamental forces

F=ma

- gravitational force
- pressure gradient force
- friction

Apparent forces

- centrifugal force
- Coriolis force

2.1 Gravitational force
Newtonʼs law of gravitation: two
masses attract each other with a force
proportional to each of their masses
and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them.
∴Gravitational force per unit mass acting on a parcel of air or water at
the surface of the Earth
(m s-2)
gravitational constant G = 6.67 x 10-11 m3 kg-1 s-2
mass of Earth M = 5.97 x 1024 kg
mean radius of Earth a = 6371 km
Directed locally downward!
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2.2 Pressure gradient force

At the molecular level, molecules are
continually moving about and colliding
with each other - Brownian motion.

Suppose we put an imaginary wall in a fluid:

Molecules bounce off the wall - by Newtonʼs
2nd law they apply a force on the wall.
Pressure = force exerted on this imaginary
wall per unit area.
The pressure at any one point in a fluid acts equally
in all directions.

If the pressure is uniform in space, the net force exerted on the wall is zero.

Equal and opposite forces on
either side ⇒ no net force

To create a net force we require pressure to vary spatially
- need a pressure gradient.
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Imagine a small cube of fluid lying within a background pressure gradient:

In the x-direction, the net force acting on the cube is:

Imagine a small cube of fluid lying within a background pressure gradient:

∴ Pressure gradient force per unit mass in x-direction
Acts from
high to low
pressure.
In 3D the pressure gradient force
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2.3 Friction
Retarding force acting on a fluid parcel due to its motion relative to those
around it.
Viscosity
Small-scale motions exchange fluid parcels
that have different momentum. This results
in a transfer of momentum or a shear stress.

Frictional drag
At the bottom of the atmosphere (and ocean), momentum transfer to
the solid Earth acts as a “drag” on the surface flow.
Wind stress
Momentum transfer from atmosphere to ocean creates surface ocean
currents.

Climatological wind stress in January (NOC climatology, N m-2)
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2.4 Non-inertial reference frames
Newtonʼs 1st law of motion - there is no change in the motion of an object
unless a resultant force acts on it.
But…
1. An object that is stationary
relative to the stars appears to
move when viewed from the Earth.
2. An object moving at constant
velocity relative to the stars seems
to change direction when viewed
from the rotating Earth.

The Earth is a non-inertial (accelerating) frame of reference because it
is rotating. Newtonʼs laws of motion can only be applied if we include
the forces that appear to have acted on the object in each case.

2.5 Centrifugal force
Centrifugal force per unit mass = Ω2R
Ω
R

Ω2R

θ
a
Ω = rotation rate of the Earth (7.29 x 10-5 s-1)
R = distance from the axis of rotation (m)

Pulls all objects outwards from the axis of planetary rotation.
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The centrifugal force is combined with the gravitational force to give
what we call gravity:
g = g* + Ω2R
Ω
Ω2R
g*

g
Except at the poles and the
equator, gravity is not directed
towards the centre of the Earth!

Surfaces of constant geopotential (Φ) are normal
to g and are shaped like oblate spheroids.

Earthʼs equatorial radius is about 21km larger than its polar radius.

GOCE - Gravity-field and steady
state Ocean Circulation Explorer.
Launched in March 2009 to measure
variations in Earthʼs gravity field.
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2.6 Coriolis force
Acts on all moving bodies in a rotating
frame of reference.
Acts at 90o to the right of the motion in
the Northern hemisphere and 90o to
the left of the motion in the Southern
hemisphere.
Gustave Gaspard Coriolis
1792-1843

u
FC

u

FC

Does no work on a fluid
parcel, since it acts at right
angles to the velocity.

In an inertial frame of
reference the black object
moves in a straight line…

However, the observer (red
dot) who is standing in the
rotating frame of reference
sees the object as following a
curved path.
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Have you ever tried to play catch on a roundabout??!
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Consider the movement of a ball moving radially outward from the centre
of a rotating table.
Rotating
frame

Inertial
frame
vΔt

s
r = vΔt
θ

In the inertial frame the ball moves in a straight line, moving a distance
r = vΔt in a time Δt.
However, in the same time the table will have rotated by an angle θ = ΩΔt
⇒ In the rotating frame the ball is deflected by a distance
s = r θ = Ωv(Δt)2

Rotating
frame

Inertial
frame
vΔt

s
r = vΔt
θ

⇒ In the rotating frame the ball is deflected by a distance
s = r θ = Ωv(Δt)2
But under a constant acceleration, a, a particle moves a distance
s = 1/2 a (Δt)2
Equating these tells us that the Coriolis acceleration is a = 2Ωv.
It is directed at right angles to the velocity.
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On a sphere, the Coriolis force also varies with latitude.
Coriolis force per unit mass = ( fv, -fu )
where f = 2Ωsinθ is the Coriolis parameter.
Ω
k

θ
It is the rotation rate about the local
vertical that matters:
k.Ω = Ωsinθ
* By convention f is negative in the southern hemisphere!

The Coriolis effect in terms of
angular momentum conservation.
A particle initially at rest on Earth
is set in motion equatorward by an
impulsive force.
It conserves its angular momentum.
Since the distance to the axis of
rotation increases, the particle
must “slow down” relative to the
Earthʼs surface. It must acquire a
westward velocity.
This corresponds to a deflection
to the right in the Northern
hemisphere, and the left in the
Southern hemisphere.
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Summary of key points
• The motion of the atmosphere and ocean is governed by mass and
energy conservation, as well as by Newtonʼs laws of motion and
gravitation.
• For Newtonʼs second law to hold in a coordinate system that is rotating
with the Earth, two “apparent” forces must be added - the centrifugal
force (for all fluid parcels) and the Coriolis force (for moving fluid parcels).
• The dominant forces acting on fluid parcels are gravity, the pressure
gradient force, the Coriolis force and friction.
More on the Coriolis effect!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcPs_OdQOYU&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wda7azMvabE&feature=related
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coriolis_effect

Some quantitative problems!

1. An air parcel is moving westward at 2 ms-1 along the equator.
What is the centrifugal force per unit mass acting on it due to the
rotation of the Earth, and what fraction of gravity is this? What is
the northward component of any Coriolis acceleration?
2. A train engine with a mass of 2 x 105 kg travels at 50 ms-1
along a straight track at 43oN. What lateral force is exerted on
the rails?

3. Two balls 4cm in diameter are placed 100m apart on a frictionless
horizontal surface at 43oN. If the balls are impulsively propelled
directly at each other with equal speeds, at what speed must they
travel so that they just miss each other?
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